
I and eye

The pirate wore an eye patch. I like to eat sweets.



piece and peace

The baby wouldn’t give  
mummy any peace.

There was only one  
piece of pie left.



hole and whole

James ate the whole cake!There is a hole in the ground.



be and bee

Eleanor was stung by the bee.We will be in the park.



right and write

Abi decided to write a story.That is the right answer.

5 x 5 = 25



new and knew

Isabel knew the answer.Daniel liked his new hat.



see and sea

The lighthouse was  
next to the sea.

Mabel could see a  
boat on the horizon.



bury and berry

The bird found a berry to eat.The dog wanted to bury its ball.



through and threw

Andrea threw the ball.They drove through the tunnel.



morning and mourning

Jane was in mourning.The sun rises in the morning.



heard and herd

There was a herd of cows.Ashley heard a good  
song on the radio.



no and know

I know how to add up.There are no sweets left.

5 + 5 = 10



great and grate

I like to grate my carrot.My school is great!



ate and eight

A spider has eight legs.Andrew ate his dinner.



made and maid

The maid hung out the clothes.Liam made a cake.



pair and pear

I would like to eat a juicy pear.I found a pair of socks.



for and four

There are four apples.Sam went for a walk.



witch and which

Claire didn’t know  
which drawer to choose.The witch has a broom.



your and you’re

You’re my best friend.What is your favourite colour?



to, too and two

I have two eyes.Alex wanted  
to play too.

George went  
to the bookshop.



their, there and they’re

They’re crossing the 
road carefully.

My house  
is over there.

Their dinner  
was delicious.



blue and blew

The boy blew up the balloon.The sky is blue.



thyme and time

What time is it?Thyme is a herb.



here and hear

What can you hear?I go to school here.



one and won

She won the race.There is one sweet in this jar.



sun and son

She walked her son to school.The sun is very bright.



knight and night

The forest was dark at night.The knight has very 
strong armour.



brake and break

We took a break at school.Ben used the brake to 
stop the bike.



meet and meat

Meat was served at dinner.We meet to do work.



ball and bawl

The boy began to bawl.We like to play with the ball.



fair and fare

We had to pay the fare.We had lots of fun at the fair.



accept and except

I play football every day 
except Wednesday.I love to accept birthday gifts.



affect and effect

Tommy’s behaviour had an effect 
on the rest of the class.

The plants were affected by the 
cold winter.



grown and groan

Uri fell over the rock and let out a 
big groan.The puppy had grown so fast.



knot and not

We are not allowed to do that.The skipping ropes were in a  
huge knot.



mail and male

A male giraffe is called a bull. The postman delivers the mail.



main and mane

The horse’s mane was plaited. My house is on the main street.



medal and meddle

Mum told me not to meddle with 
her things.

Everyone who took part  
received a medal.



missed and mist

I could see a big cloud of mist at 
the top of the hill.We’ve missed the train.



scene and seen

Have you seen my bag?Everyone applauded after the 
final scene.



plain and plane

I’m going to America on a plane 
in the holidays.

“Please choose a plain piece of 
paper,” said the teacher.



weather and whether

Do you know whether you will be 
in when I call?Who can predict the weather?



whose and who’s

Who’s going to tidy this mess?Whose coat is this?



wear and where

Where are dad’s shoes?I wear a school uniform.



heel, heal and he’ll

“He’ll fall if he’s not 
careful,” said Dad.

Julia hoped her cut 
would heal soon.

The back of Grace’s 
heel was hurting.



rain, rein and reign

Who will reign the 
country next?

The horse’s reins 
were not on properly.

It began to rain so 
Ada wore her coat.



saw and sore

She rubbed her sore feet after a 
long day at work.

I saw a dinosaur munching on a 
tall tree.



would and wood

We collected plenty of wood from 
the forest to build a cabin.

What would you like to do for 
your birthday?



ewe and you

Did you hear that thunderstorm 
last night?

The lambs followed their 
mother as the ewe jumped over 

the fence.


